VIRTUAL INTEGRATED ARTS PROGRAM
Integrated Arts programs offered through prerecorded and web-based platforms.

Traditionally the TCFD Integrated Arts program has a long history of bringing our
community together to celebrate through recreation therapy, horticulture, creative arts,
and music therapy through small and large group activities and celebrations. During times
when it is difficult to come together, like during the winter months and most recently the
pandemic, we have adapted these programs to be accessible remotely and at the
convenience of our staff and residents.

TCFD OUTCOMES

This activity is aimed at helping individuals excel in the following categories:
Motor Skills

Emotional Regulation

Energy Regulation

THINGS TO CONSIDER
Technology: Ensuring the target audience can easily access the programs.
• Utilize computers, tablets, or a SmartTV with appropriate apps installed.
• Training participants to easily access the programs from their devices.
• Troubleshooting technology issues that may arise.
• If necessary, include low tech options such as programs on DVD and printable activities.
Program Offerings: Determine which programs would best fit your target audience.
Form a team with different backgrounds to brainstorm what each person can offer.
• Create a survey to gather interest in the programs. This can include questions about preferred
topics, best time to offer live experiences, and availability of technology.
• Utilize monthly themes to provide a variety of offerings. Think about the seasons, holidays, and
other celebrations when planning.
• Inspire creativity through building something together or a friendly competition.

TCFD TIP:
At TCFD, we hold a pumpkin decorating contest every fall, themed door and entryway
decorating contests, and virtual exercise competitions where participants log their active
minutes on a universal Google Form.
Supplies/Equipment: Consider supplies that are easily accessible to the full audience.
• Provide options that require no equipment. For example: During a music group activity, the
facilitator might give participants the option to drum with empty water bottles or their hands
instead of drumsticks.
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TYPES OF PROGRAMS
Live Virtual Groups
Hosting live virtual groups in real time, using
programs like Zoom or Google Meet, to
engage participants through two way
communication and experiences.

TCFD TIP
Successful programs that our team has hosted
virtually include: Dynamite Dance, STOMP
Rhythm experience, Painting to music, Ready
Set Alphabet movement class, Yoga, and
various concerts.

Prerecorded Videos
Making short videos to allow participants to
experience the group or activity. Some
prerecorded videos should be passive
experiences, where participants can sit and
listen to the program independently. For
example, musical concerts, meditation,
sound healing sessions, and read along
stories. Other videos will be active
experiences, where in person staff facilitators
are needed to follow the lead of on screen
therapists while providing the person with
specific hands on instruction, motivation, and
the human interaction piece that is needed
to make these programs successful. For
example, dance classes, drama experiences,
and music play along.

Prerecorded exercise videos come in handy to
provide daily exercise opportunities during
winter months and other times when outdoor
exercise is unsafe.

Central Calendar of Activities
Setting up a calendar of activities prior to the
beginning of the month makes planning for
each day easier. Using a website called
“Padlet,” our team develops a Monthly focus
with daily themes. Each theme has a variety
of activities that can be viewed, created, or
printed. For a low-tech option, write activities
on a traditional calendar.

The ultimate goal of the Padlet format is to
create an interactive space that allows
participants to post activity ideas, pictures, or
comments. Settings allow administrators the
ability to approve all posts prior to being
viewed by other users.

TCFD TIP
By creating our own videos, we are able to
adapt the content to fit the specific needs of
our participants. This is also helpful because
our students engage with the therapists on
screen because many are familiar with them
from in person experiences. Prerecorded videos
are also a great way to introduce participants to
a new program in a low pressure and familiar
environment before they try the program in
person.

TCFD TIP
Bringing people together has been at the
forefront of our focus. Sample Activities
include a virtual turkey trot where
participants log their exercise minutes into a
Google Form and we collectively reach a goal
and a virtual school play where actors
individually video their scene and they are
digitally combined into a cohesive play.
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